 Skip to main contentFor our freshest, most beautiful blooms, please shop our Florist’s Choice options, as we may be experiencing
delays in receiving shipments of certain flower types.
Please note that for all other orders, we may need to replace stems so we can deliver the freshest bouquet possible, and we may have to use a different vase.
We promise to always deliver a fresh, beautiful, and completely one-of-a-kind gift of the same or greater value as what you selected.

Deliveries may also be impacted by COVID-19 restrictions. Rest assured that we are taking all recommended precautions to ensure customer satisfaction and safety. 
 
 Delivery impacts may include:
	Restricted deliveries to hospitals or nursing homes
	Restricted deliveries to office buildings
	Restricted access to certain regional areas

In addition, we may be using “no contact” delivery procedures. After confirming that the
recipient is available to accept, their gift will be left at the door and the delivery driver will step back a
safe distance to ensure they receive their gift.
Please see our About Us page for more details. We appreciate
your understanding and support!
×
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Gift Now, Deliver Later
With Gift Now, Deliver Later, you'll send smiles twice! Here's how:
 [image: Gift Card Logo]
SMILE 1
When you complete your purchase, your lucky recipient will instantly receive a surprise email that includes your card message and a picture of the flowers you chose.
 [image: Flowers logo]
SMILE 2
As soon as possible (usually within two weeks), we'll contact your recipient to schedule delivery of their gorgeous floral gift. Trust us, it'll be worth the wait!
×
Wine for every occasion
We offer a wide-selection of premium wines to perfectly pair with your floral gift.
Ordering a bottle (or two!) from our site is easy. Just make sure that:
	You're 21 or older
	The person picking up or receiving the delivery is 21 or older
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   Roma Flowers & Gifts 
100% Florist-Designed and Hand-Delivered!

  Same-Day Design and Hand-Delivery!* 
  Proudly Serving Edmonton, AB                  since 1972 
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	 Deal of the Day
	 Occasions     
	Easter
	Spring
	Admin's Week
	Mother's Day
	Birthday
	Sympathy and Funeral
	Any Occasion
	Love and Romance
	Thinking of You
	I'm Sorry Flowers
	New Baby
	Get Well
	Anniversary
	Just Because
	Thank You
	Congratulations
	Business Gifting



	 Birthday     
	All Birthday
	Birthday for Friend
	Birthday for Her
	Birthday for Mom
	Birthday for Colleague
	Birthday for Him



	 Sympathy and Funeral     
	All Sympathy and Funeral
	Funeral Sprays and Wreaths
	Funeral Service Flowers
	Sympathy for Home or Office
	Loss of a Pet



	 Flowers, Plants & Gifts     
	Flower Type
	Tulips
	Sunflowers
	Lilies
	Roses


	Color
	Purple
	Pink
	Mixed
	Yellow
	White
	Green
	Orange
	Red
	Blue


	Collections
	Our Custom Designs


	By Price
	Flowers Under $50
	Flowers $50 to $60
	Flowers $60 to $80
	Flowers Over $80
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 [image: Your expert designer will create a unique hand-crafted arrangement.]
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Birthday
	All Birthday
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Sympathy and Funeral
	All Sympathy and Funeral
	Funeral Sprays and Wreaths
	Funeral Service Flowers
	Sympathy for Home or Office
	Loss of a Pet
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	Roses
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	Purple
	Pink
	Mixed
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	Collections
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	Flowers $50 to $60
	Flowers $60 to $80
	Flowers Over $80
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 Why buy from us?  ▲ ▼

100%
SATISFACTION 
 GUARANTEE



REAL
WE ARE A REAL 
LOCAL FLORIST



100%
FLORIST DESIGNED 
 AND HAND DELIVERED
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Oops!
Looks like this page didn’t get enough water
(or it was removed, renamed, or it doesn’t exist anymore).
Don't worry, beautiful bouquets 
are just a click away!
We offer fresh flowers for every occasion. 
Go back to our homepage to find the perfect gift!
Start Shopping




                      POWERED BY  
  Roma Flowers & Gifts is a Lovingly Momentmaker in Edmonton, AB.   Buying local matters. Discover how Lovingly is committed to strengthening relationships by helping local florists market, sell, and deliver their floral designs online. 

 
 Google Business Page Roma Flowers & Gifts





13624 82 St NW Edmonton AB T5E+1 (780) 476-9335 






 Copyrighted images herein are used with permission by Roma Flowers & Gifts. 
 ©
2024  Lovingly, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
 Lovingly and the Lovingly logo are trademarks of Lovingly Holdings, LLC
 Terms of ServicePrivacy PolicyAccessibility StatementPrivacy Request FormDelivery Policy  
       * Free local delivery is available for local online orders only. For orders being sent outside of our local delivery zone, a delivery fee based on the recipient's address will be calculated during checkout.
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